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What is a Tropical Cyclone?
A warm core synoptic scale storm with a closed circulation

100s of kilometers

Tropical Disturbance
September 6, 2003, Atlantic Ocean

Birth of a Tropical Cyclone
Red colors from this satellite
image show deep “convection”,
or areas of strong thunderstorm
activity

Water vapor is changing phase
to water droplets, releasing 
energy that we call “latent heat”

This allows for more 
thunderstorm development
(warm air rises), which draws in
more warm, moist air from
the surroundings.  Surface
pressures fall.

As air moves in toward
lower pressure, sensible and

latent heat flux energize it.
Energy is released in tropical 

disturbance
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Wind Forces and Spin
As air rushes in toward the 
developing low, the 
curvature and spin of the 
Earth induces cyclonic 
rotation in the 
northern hemisphere

This results in a 
cyclonic (counter-
clockwise) flow 
around the center
of the low

Ultimately the wind forces balance 
between the pressure gradient, coriolis
(earth spin), friction, and centrifugal forces.
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Tropical Storm Isabel
September 6, 2003

Tropical Storm

Maximum sustained winds
between 34 kt (39 mph) 
and 63 kt (73 mph)

Generally no eye feature 
(may be covered by clouds 
in the strongest tropical 
storms)
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Hurricane Isabel
September 8, 2003

Hurricane

Maximum sustained winds
at least 64 kt (74 mph)

“Eye” is usually clearly 
visible in satellite imagery

Organized rainbands have 
localized stronger winds

Eyewall has the strongest 
winds

Inside the Eye of a Hurricane

Global Perspective of Tropical 
Cyclones

1947 - 2007

Atlantic Basin Hurricane Season

June 1 – November 30

Saffir-Simpson Scale
How we rank intensity of 
hurricanes

Some discussion of 
including other impacts 
(storm surge, size, flooding 
potential) to create a 
modified scale

Maximum sustained wind 
speed determines category
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Forecasting Tropical Cyclones Forecasting Tropical Cyclones

North Carolina Hurricanes

Atlantic Tracks 1995 - 2008

Famous NC Hurricanes
Hurricane Hugo
(September 1989)

Category 4 Hurricane, 90 mph 
wind in Charlotte, thousands of 
trees lost, 29 NC counties 
disaster areas

Famous NC Hurricanes
Hurricane Floyd
(September 1999)

Category 3 Hurricane, 130 mph 
winds, large storm (almost 1000 
km across), 2.6 million 
evacuated, 35 fatalities in NC

Human/animal waste, fertilizers, 
soils, pesticides

Famous NC Hurricanes
Hurricane Isabel
(September 2003)

Category 2 Hurricane at landfall 
(Category 5 for almost 2 days in 
the Atlantic), Hatteras stranded
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Tropical Cyclones and Climate 
Change
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Warmer atmosphere, warmer
water, more and stronger 
hurricanes?

From Emanuel (2005)

Studies suggest a decrease in 
tropical cyclone numbers in the 
Atlantic

Studies suggest less weaker 
hurricanes, more stronger 
hurricanes.  Research still 
unclear.

Questions or Comments?


